
Do I Need a Legionella Danger Assessment?
 

The Legionella Risk Assessment process is carried out there when people come into contact

with uncooked or semi-raw seafood that has been contaminated using a variety of

pathogenic micro-organisms. The most typical types associated with infection that could

direct result from contact using raw or semi-raw fish are legionnaires disease, e-coli plus

Shigella (a genus of bacteria). The aim of the assessment is to be able to develop a

database in order to identify potential foods sources for anyone pathogenic organisms. This

is certainly utilized in the circumstance of creating recommendations for the safe handling of

food. 

legionella testing  

Typically the Legionella Risk Analysis procedure is transported out under equally the

supervision in the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) plus the European Food Protection

Authority (EFSA). These kinds of bodies work collectively to keep up high top quality

standards also to fixed regulations and specifications that ensure the safety of foodstuff. The

most crucial step that is certainly obtained by these global bodies is to be able to detect

whether the particular bacteria was released in the meals or if this was present earlier to its

consumption. Once it is determined, the location in the contamination and typically the

information on all feasible options for exposure are investigated. Once all the information

have been collected, a database is created, which usually is cross-checked by experts and

representatives from health government bodies and the foods industry. Based upon this

information, a diagnosis is generated and even a recommendation is created regarding the

level of contamination in addition to how much of the your meals are risk-free for human

consumption. 

legionella water testing  

For those people that do not live in rented holiday accommodation and have usage of clean

water systems within their properties, they should also think about getting a legionella risk

assessment carried out. The basic purpose of this assessment is to recognize the locations

wherever possible contamination might occur and to identify those locations which could

need to be improved upon in order to prevent typically the introduction of such contaminants.

For example , in case large scale water systems are employed inside the domestic property

of apartments, a report will specifically state the types of normal water systems apply, in

which, and how much contamination may arise. In most occasions, the landlords will certainly

be able to clean any achievable contaminated water systems themselves. 
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